
The world‘s generator breaker

Megawatt generation is a  

demanding power application

IEEE� C37.013 defines a problem in your generation 
system. Today’s efficient lower impedance generators 
and transformers create significant DC currents  
upon startup and transfer. These destructive DC 
currents can damage your existing circuit breakers  
in a few cycles.
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Eaton is a component leader for engine gen applications

Medium/low voltage circuit breaker components

Breaker- and contactor-based automated transfer switches

Bundled pre-coordinated 100% rated breakers

Safe startup using Eaton protection and controls

Eaton has this application’s answer: the VCP-WG

Description Specification

Handle high continuous  
currents, quietly and compactly 

Quiet convection cooling up to 4000A, and when  
paralleled, 8000A, in a vastly smaller solution  
than SF6 or compressed air solutions

Interrupt large short-circuit 
currents in a small three-pole 
package

Uses only a single 75 kA Eaton vacuum interrupter 
(EVI) per phase to meet demanding  
IEEE C37.013 generator breaker standards

Power through extreme  
out-of-phase voltages, reliably

Exceeds IEEE’s Rate of Rise of Recovery Voltage 
Standard for interrupting out-of-phase voltage  
conditions up to twice line to ground

Safely switch high-stress  
DC fault currents, robustly 

Interrupts 31.5 kA generator fed faults with  
130% DC fault current and 75 kA transformer  
fed fault currents with 75% DC current

Service the system less, save 
more in maintenance costs 

The 75 kA product’s endurance is 10,000 operations. 
Save up to $33,000 savings per service charge 
compared to expensive SF6 gas changeovers

IEEE, CSA� and GB Standards The Eaton VCP-WG has generator and transformer  
fault protection so outstanding, there are standards  
to prove it for any application
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Eaton power generation engineering and support services

Eaton backs up its broad family of power generation protection 
products with the award-winning Electrical Engineering and Support 
Services group, which offers power generation system consulting 
studies, installation, grounding and commissioning services, and 
maintenance and monitoring services. Its power systems engineers 
have an average 15 years of experience with multiple power  
generation and electrical industry brand names, and more than  
50% hold electrical engineering master’s degrees.

How a power outage can affect your revenue

Unplanned utility power outages lose revenue 

A 100 MW power generation system down with a selling price  
of $0.05/kWh represents a loss of $5000 per hour. It is not 
uncommon for existing distribution breakers to be damaged by  
just a few power generator startups and transfers with today’s 
higher efficiency, lower impedance distribution systems. Once the 
breaker needs to be replaced, the losses to replace the breaker and 
re-test both the generator and the step-up transformer can easily 
total $560,000 or more.

Potential for revenue loss is hidden in every megawatt power 
generation application

Industrial, process and commercial industry use of today’s newer 
backup and standby power generation and transmission systems 
will inherently experience short duration equipment damaging DC 
currents. Even with these smaller standby systems, outages can 
result in a loss of revenue from $13,000 to $55,000 per event.

Avoid blackout of your backup and standby power system 

Eaton Electrical Engineering and Support Services are available 
for on-site grounding systems and ground-fault risk analysis, 
power generation and power distribution electrical system design, 
turnkey installation and commissioning of equipment, and annual 
maintenance and monitoring services to keep your backup and 
standby power systems ready 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  


